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Interpreting the Layout of the 1995  

General Social Survey Union File 
 

On the next page are the first fifteen records from the Union file of the General 

Social Survey, 1995.  In this exercise, identify and mark the location of each of the 

twenty-two variables in this file.  The steps to complete this exercise are: 

1. Using the data documentation for this file, record the column location and 

number of decimal places for each variable in the table below. 

2. On the next page, draw a line through the listing of cases indicating each 

variable’s column location.  An example is provided using RECID. 

3. Next, answer the set of questions following the list of cases. 
 

Mnemonic 

Variable Name 

Column Location Number Decimal 

Places 

RECID 1 - 5 0 

UNIONTYP   

UNIONRNK   

DVCURUNN   

DVAGEDCC   

DVSEX   

DVUNAGE   

DVMSBEUN   

DVSPMSBE   

DVSPCOML   

DVAGEDIF   

DVCLMAR   

DVAGEMAR   

DVENDUNN   

DVAGESEP   

DVAGDTHC   

DVAGEDIV   

DVCHDEFF   

DVDURSEP   

DVDURDTH   

DVDURDIV   

DVDUREND   

RECID is 

completed 

as an 

example. 
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00000 000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445 

12345 678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

00001 1116912224442147224069979979977997997997997  

00002 1113011219442077219069979979977997997997997  

00003 1113712293442147293069979979977997997997997  

00005 1112352209442107209069979979977997997997997  

00006 1133862280441047280019999973601999997080080  

00007 1113031203442077203069979979977997997997997  

00008 3133002185442107997072309979978045997997045  

00008 3233002235331097997072639979972028997997028  

00010 1134492193442092193012879972935094997100100  

00010 3234492320222087997073639979972043997997043  

00012 1133981189442087189013489973585158997168168  

00013 1135092203442082203013759973842172997181181  

00013 3235092469222087997075039979971034997997034  

00014 1135001223442067223014369974382213997215215  

00015 1113602194442117194069979979977997997997997  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Using the data documentation for the Union file and the above listing of cases, 

answer the following questions.  Several of these questions will require first 

identifying the appropriate variable and then examining the list of cases and their 

values to determine an answer. 

 

1. What is the record identification number for the 

fifth case from the top of the file? 

  

1. 00006 

2. How many times does the record identification 

value 10 occur in the file? 

  

2.  

3. How many unique respondents (record 

identification numbers) are in these fifteen union 

records? 

  

3.  

4. Of the type of union, how many of the first fifteen 

were common law only (no marriage)? 

  

4.  

5. How many of the fifteen unions were currently a 5.  

This line separates column 5 and 6. 

This line is 

the first 

case. 

RECID 

This is a 

fifty 

column 

ruler. 
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marriage or common law union? 

  

6. How many of the respondents (not unions) were 

within the age range of 30 to 40 at the time of the 

survey? 

  

6.  

7. How many of the respondents (not unions) are 

female? 

  

  

7.  

8. How many of these unions were begun when the 

respondent was under the age of 20? 

  

8.  

9. In how many of these unions was the respondent a 

widow before entering the union? 

  

9.  

10. In how many of these unions was the spouse or 

partner of the respondent divorced before entering 

the union? 

  

10.  

11. In how many of these unions had the spouse or 

partner lived with someone else before entering 

the union? 

  

11.  

12. In how many of these unions was the age of the 

respondent and the spouse or partner the same? 

  

12.  

13. In how many of these unions was the marriage or 

common law union still ongoing? 

  

13.  

14. Of those respondents still in an ongoing union, 

either marriage or common law, what value was 

assigned to them for the variable DVAGESEP? 

14.  

15. Of all unions, how many of them ended in divorce 

when the respondent was in his or her thirties? 

  

15.  

16. Of all unions, how many of them had lasted ten or 

more years before ending in divorce? 

  

16.  

 


